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ABSTRACT

Remote sensing (RS) images contain numerous objects
of different scales, which poses significant challenges
for the RS image change captioning (RSICC) task to
identify visual changes of interest in complex scenes and
describe them via language. However, current methods
still have some weaknesses in sufficiently extracting and
utilizing multi-scale information. In this paper, we pro-
pose a progressive scale-aware network (PSNet) to ad-
dress the problem. PSNet is a pure Transformer-based
model. To sufficiently extract multi-scale visual fea-
tures, multiple progressive difference perception (PDP)
layers are stacked to progressively exploit the differenc-
ing features of bitemporal features. To sufficiently uti-
lize the extracted multi-scale features for captioning, we
propose a scale-aware reinforcement (SR) module and
combine it with the Transformer decoding layer to pro-
gressively utilize the features from different PDP layers.
Experiments show that our PSNet outperforms previous
methods. Our code is public at https://github.com/Chen-
Yang-Liu/PSNet

Index Terms— Remote sensing image, change cap-
tioning, Transformer, scale-aware reinforcement

1. INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing image change captioning (RSICC) is
the process of comparing bitemporal remote sensing
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(RS) images and describing the differences between the
images in natural language. Unlike the change detection
technology [1, 2], the RSICC focuses more on under-
standing semantic-level changes in images rather than
pixel-level changes. The technology can be widely used
in land planning, disaster assessment, etc [3].

RSICC is a recently emerging task in the RS com-
munity. Similar to the RS image captioning task [4, 5],
current RSICC methods employ a common encoder-
decoder structure. Chouaf et al. first explored the
RSICC task [6]. They utilized a convolutional neural
network (CNN) to extract bitemporal image features
and used a recurrent neural network (RNN) to generate
sentences. Hoxha et al. [7] designed two encoders and
two decoders (i.e., RNNs and Support Vector Machines
(SVMs)) as an extension of previous work [6]. Liu
et al. [8] proposed a large LEVIR-CC dataset for the
RSICC task and a Transformer-based RSICC model,
in which a dual-branch Transformer encoder with the
cross-attention mechanism utilizes the differencing fea-
tures to identify changes of interest and ignore irrele-
vant changes (e.g., illumination difference, insignificant
changes). These previous works have facilitated the
development of the RSICC task.

To further improve the model performance, one
key is to improve the model’s ability to identify visual
changes of interest in complex scenes. The RS images
contain objects of different scales [5], which poses sig-
nificant challenges in identifying and describing object
attributes and complex relationships of changed objects.
However, previous methods still have weaknesses in suf-
ficiently extracting and utilizing multi-scale information
in bitemporal RS images.

In this paper, we propose a progressive scale-aware
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our proposed PSNet. Our PSNet is purely Transformer based. Multiple PDP layers and SR
modules are used to sufficiently extract and enhance multi-scale visual features for caption decoding.

network (PSNet) to address the problem from two per-
spectives: extraction and utilization of multi-scale infor-
mation. Our PSNet is a pure Transformer-based model.
PSNet employs progressive difference perception (PDP)
layers to utilize the differences between the bitempo-
ral features to focus on the changing regions and iden-
tify visual changes. Multiple PDP layers are stacked
to sufficiently extract multi-scale visual features. We
propose scale-aware reinforcement (SR) module to en-
hance the multi-scale features from different PDP layers
with multi-head cross attention [9]. Multiple SR mod-
ules and Transformer decoding layers are combined to
sufficiently utilize the resulting multi-scale features for
caption generation.

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD

2.1. Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates the overall structure of our proposed
PSNet. Our PSNet is purely Transformer based and con-
sists of a vision Transformer, PDP layers, SR modules,
and Transformer decoding layers. We employ the vision
Transformer to extract bitemporal visual features from
image pairs and add position embeddings. Multiple PDP
layers progressively exploit the differences between the
bitemporal features to focus on the changing regions and
sufficiently extract multi-scale visual features. The ex-
tracted features from different layers are processed by
multiple SR modules to improve the multi-scale feature
representation capability of the model. For caption gen-
eration, we progressively send the features from each
SR module into a Transformer decoding layer [9] to suf-

ficiently utilize the resulting multi-scale features. This
is different from the naive Transformer decoder, which
uses the same features as input for each decoding layer.

2.2. Progressive Difference Perception Layer

The structure of one PDP layer is shown in Fig. 2. For
each PDP layer, the differencing features of bitemporal
features and single-temporal features are concatenated
on the channel dimension. The features are then fed into
two Transformer encoding layers [9] followed by a lin-
ear layer to focus on the changing regions and identify
visual changes. The resulting bitemporal features are
fed into the next PDP layer. To obtain the output of the
current PDP layer, we concatenate the bitemporal fea-
tures on the channel dimension and perform linear pro-
jection to fuse bitemporal features. Deep PDP layers
will extract high-level semantic information, while shal-
low layers will retain some low-level information. We
stack multiple PDP layers to sufficiently extract multi-
scale visual features.

2.3. Scale-aware Reinforcement Module

Instead of feeding the output of the top PDP layer to
each Transformer decoding layer for caption genera-
tion, we design SR modules to process features from
each PDP layer. The module aims at fusing the features
of the remaining PDP layers to enhance the current fea-
tures. The output features of multiple SR modules are
then progressively fed into multiple Transformer decod-
ing layers to sufficiently utilize extracted multi-scale
features. Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of the SR mod-
ule. For example, the process of the first SR module can
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Fig. 2. The PDP layer. The differencing features are
used to determine changing areas and identify changes.
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Fig. 3. The SR module. LN denotes the layer normal-
ization [10]. MCA is the multi-head cross attention [9].

be formulated as follows:

Fu = [LN(F 2); LN(F 3)] (1)

X = MCA(LN(F 1), Fu, Fu) (2)

O1 = F 1 +MLP(X) (3)

where F i(i = 1, 2, 3) ∈ RN×C is the output of the i-
th PDP layer. LN denotes the layer normalization [10]
and [;] denotes the concatenation operation on the token
length dimension. MLP denotes the Multilayer Percep-
tron. MCA is the multi-head cross attention [9] and can
be formulated as follows:

MCA(Q,K, V ) = Concat(hd1; ...;hdh)W
o (4)

hdi = Att(QWQ
i ,KWK

i , V W V
j ) (5)

Att(Qi,Ki, Vi) = Softmax(
QiKi

T

√
d

)Vi (6)

where WQ
i ∈ RC×d,WK

i ∈ RC×d,W V
i ∈ RC×d, and

W o ∈ Rhd×C are learnable parameter matrices, d is the
scaling factor, h is the number of heads.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Experimental Setup

Dataset. We conduct experiments on the LEVIR-CC
dataset [8] containing 10071 pairs of bitemporal images
and 50385 captions. Each image pair has five annotated
captions. The image size is 256×256 pixels with a high
resolution of 0.5 m/pixel.

Implementation Details. Our model is imple-
mented on PyTorch and trained using a single NVIDIA
RTX 3090 GPU. The vision Transformer employs the
ViT-B/32 [11] to extract visual features with dimension
768. The PDP layers, SR modules, and Transformer
decoding layers are each set to 3. The MLP of the SR
module consists of two linear layers. We use the cross-
entropy loss function and minimize it to optimize the
model by the Adam optimizer with an initial learning
rate of 0.0001. The maximum training epoch is 40.

Evaluation Metrics. Following [12], we use BLEU-
N (N=1,2,3,4), ROUGEL, METEOR, CIDEr, and an
average metric S∗

m to evaluate the quality of the gener-
ated captions. A higher metric score indicates a higher
sentence accuracy.

3.2. Experiment Results

Table 1 reports ablation experiments and the compari-
son results of our method and other change captioning
methods on the LEVIR-CC dataset. The baseline uses
two transformer encoders to process bitemporal features
separately instead of using differencing features as in the
PDP layer. Experimental results show that the PDP layer
and SR module can effectively improve the model per-
formance. Besides, different from the previous meth-
ods, our PSNet is purely Transformer based and helps
address the multi-scale problem of the RSICC task. To
identify the changed objects of different sizes, the mul-
tiple PDP layers progressively exploit differencing fea-
tures to extract multi-scale features. To achieve accurate
and detailed captioning, PSNet combines SR modules
and Transformer decoding layers to sufficiently utilize
the multi-scale features to progressively decode the vi-
sual features into descriptive sentences. With the above
design, our PSNet achieves the best performance com-
pared to the previous methods.



Table 1. Comparisons experiments on the LEVIR-CC dataset, where the bolded results are the best.

Method BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGEL CIDEr S∗
m

Capt-Rep-Diff [13] 72.90 61.98 53.62 47.41 34.47 65.64 110.57 64.52
Capt-Att [13] 77.64 67.40 59.24 53.15 36.58 69.73 121.22 70.17

Capt-Dual-Att [13] 79.51 70.57 63.23 57.46 36.56 70.69 124.42 72.28
DUDA [13] 81.44 72.22 64.24 57.79 37.15 71.04 124.32 72.58

MCCFormer-S [14] 79.90 70.26 62.68 56.68 36.17 69.46 120.39 70.68
MCCFormer-D [14] 80.42 70.87 62.86 56.38 37.29 70.32 124.44 72.11
RSICCFormerc [8] 83.09 74.32 66.66 60.44 38.76 72.63 130.00 75.46

Baseline 81.83 73.31 66.02 60.21 37.46 71.23 124.71 73.40
+ PDP 81.99 73.29 66.29 60.79 37.71 72.45 127.37 74.58

PSNet (+PDP +SR) 83.86 75.13 67.89 62.11 38.80 73.60 132.62 76.78

4. CONCLUSION

We proposed a PSNet for the RSICC task to sufficiently
extract and utilize multi-scale information in the RS im-
ages. PSNet employs multiple PDP layers to sufficiently
extract multi-scale visual features. Each PDP layer pro-
gressively exploits the differences between the bitem-
poral features to identify changes. The SR module is
proposed to enhance the multi-scale features from dif-
ferent PDP layers with multi-head cross attention. Mul-
tiple SR modules and Transformer decoding layers are
combined to sufficiently utilize the resulting multi-scale
features for caption generation. Experiments show that
our PSNet outperforms previous methods, and the PDP
layer and the SR module are effective.
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